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It is important that the Instructions for the ROADEXPO exhibition and forum’s logo usage below are followed when creating a logo for 
your scheme.

The ROADEXPO exhibition and forum’s logo name block and style components may only be used in line with the rules set out herein. 
Use only the approved template provided on an electronic device. Only brand colours should be used with the name block reproduction.

Name block is used in all significant corporate materials intended for communication purposes: advertising materials, blanks and office 
applications, leaflet and booklet cover pages, on website and etc.

This is the name block of the ROADEXPO exhibition and forum. Use the approved template only; do not attempt to create your own 
template. If you require special assistance in choosing a logo that best suits your particular needs or would like to receive reference 
materials in electronic format we invite you to contact Crocus Expo Marketing Department representatives.

.
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There are additional allowable versions for the name block reproduction:

1. It is allowed to use separately the graphic element of the logo without the status text “INTERNATIONAL SPECIALIZED EXHIBITION AND 
FORUM”.

2. It is allowed to use only black colour for the logo’s text aiming to achieve better readability.

3. The inversion of the text of the name block is allowed when using the logo colours – black and yellow.

4. It is allowed to use the name block with “ROADEXPO” text division and displacement.

5. It is allowed to make a monochrome version when engraving, laser cutting and any other means when the logo cannot be reproduced 
in corporate colours due to technological reasons.

In case of any usage of the name block in other versions the alterations and changes shall be approved by the Crocus Expo Marketing 
Department.
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